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Review Summary: “Something is preying on the rich and famous in the Hollywood Hills - by sucking every 
drop of their blood. The citizens are hysterical. The media is in a frenzy. And the LAPD is under pressure. 
It's up to Sgt Janice Falk and her merry band of frat boy detectives to catch the serial killer.” 
 
Without giving too much of the plot away, I think it’s vampires who are responsible for this… but I’ve been 
wrong before. 
 
Janice Falk is a likeable lead character who, with her pseudo-harem of strapping young men detectives, finds 
herself trying to solve these blood-sucking crimes.  
 
Some graphic content would suggest this novel is for the over 18’s.  
 
Rating: 70% 
  
Review in a bit more detail:  
 
I grew up as a big fan of scary vampire stories, like Nosferatu and ‘Salems Lot. And like many men my age, 
I’m not a Twilight fan. This book, is like none of those.  
 
 Ed has a quirky writing style, but once you adjust to reading his way, it's a very entertaining story. Often, I 
felt a bit like I was reading a screenplay; where the action changes so quickly between scenes.  
 
The book is written in a way that paints a picture of the ‘Hollywood-ness’ of the setting. Every character is 
good-looking, well-dressed, etc. etc. I found the racial depictions to be a little unusual as well. I hope I can 
explain this clearly; Ed often describes his characters based on race, in a similar way to a fantasy or sci-fi 
author would. However, in this case, for example, it was ‘The Latino’, rather than ‘The elf’. I must admit, I’ve 
not encountered (or noticed) this before.  
 
Having said that, Janice was a good protagonist, and I found myself rooting for her… like many of her 
workmates, but in an entirely different manner.  
 
The plot and the action move along at a fast pace. The reader does get to witness many murders as they 
happen, and so it’s quite overt that something very weird is going on.  
 
The characters were reasonably well fleshed out, and many were quite likeable.  
 
The ending was a little too ‘sudden’ for my tastes. Again, it may have been the screenplay aspect of the 
writing style.  
 
I think it will be a good read for anyone who likes a mixture of sordid sexual practices, crimes being solved 
(or not), supernatural happenings and strong female lead characters.  
 
It kept me engaged and keen to find out how it ended. 
 
Pete Diggins 
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